
FILO FARNSWORTH SAVES THE WORLD WITH HIS EYES CLOSED  
Synopsis of Entire Arc/Trilogy 

 

BOOK ONE: THE KEEPER OF THE COSMOCRON 
13-year-old FILO FARNSWORTH can’t stop daydreaming long enough to get to the bus stop on time. But after his 

Dad (a brilliant physicist) disappears—along with the front half of the family car—FILO decides it is time to grow 

up and stop fantasizing about being a super-hero. But that’s EXACTLY what FILO must do if he is going to wield 

THE COSMOCRON -- a powerful and mysterious relic not of our world—to conjure his super-hero avatar, GRAY 

MAN, and stop the forces of the evil PRINCE CAIRNUS BAHN from turning Earth’s human population into food 

for THE VOORHERIUM (that’s the official name of his Inter-dimensional Space-Vampire Empire).  

While FILO’S mind animates the heroic form of GRAY MAN, FILO’S actual body lays unconscious and vulnerable. 

But he is not alone in his struggle to thwart Earth’s invaders! FILO’S best friend ELLIE is always ready for 

adventure and they are soon joined by TURTLE, a teleporting ninja robot created by FILO’S UNCLE WILL; a lonely 

but brilliant inventor. Filo is also accompanied by his brave but tiny dog KIRBY. 

When PRINCE CAIRNUS BAHN broadcasts a HYPNOTIZING RAY to every cell phone and tablet in the world, it 

turns millions of people into grinning PHONE ZOMBIES who blithely march into vast teleportation portals. Faced 

with such a threat, FILO learns that he needs more than the superpowers of GRAY MAN to save the world; he 

will need to believe in himself and embrace the power of his imagination. 

BOOK TWO:  INTO THE GREATER ORBIT 
When ELLIE almost died near the end of Book One, FILO revived her with THE COSMOCRON and she gained 

cosmic superpowers as well. When the combined might of GHOST (ELLIE), GRAY MAN (FILO) and TURTLE fails to 

stop The Voorherium’s global abduction of millions of people, FILO uses the COSMOCRON to hack the 

hypnotizing-phone-zombie-ray and break the global spell.    

CAIRNUS retreats from Earth and the heroes vow to rescue the millions of captured humans.  After using THE 

GREATER ORBIT to travel to NEXUS, the strange world at the center of the VOORHEIR EMPIRE, the heroes team 

up with a faction of THE ALANZII, inter-galactic freedom fighters led by a man everyone believes to be FILO’S 

MISSING FATHER. Bent on destroying THE VOORHERIUM by any means necessary and oddly decades older, he is 

in fact a QUANTUM CLONE of FILO’S DAD. THE QUANTUM CLONE steals the COSMOCRON and imprisons FILO 

inside the event horizon of a BLACK HOLE where FILO’S real DAD is trapped as well.  

The QUANTUM CLONE activates a COSMOCRON-powered device of his own design to instantly destroy dozens 

of VOORHERIUM controlled worlds. FILO escapes the BLACK HOLE PRISON in an act of ultimate self-realization: 

he materializes HIMSELF out of THE COSMOCRON and the heroes stop the QUANTUM CLONE. As a chain 

reaction destroys PLANET NEXUS, the heroes use the COSMOCRON to save its lone mega-city by teleporting it 

into EARTH’S GRAND CANYON. 

BOOK THREE:  JOURNEY TO THE OMEGA BARRENS 
Even though FILO and his friends managed to rescue the abductees, unprecedented social upheaval has made 

Earth a tense and polarized place. Along with the sudden arrival of a massive alien city at The Grand Canyon, an 

ever-increasing stream of inter-galactic refugees arrive on Earth daily as they escape The VOORHERIUM’S 

vengeful campaign to reassert its authority across the Greater Orbit.  

It is learned that the VOORHERIUM’S rampage is facilitated by a new ZERO POINT WEAPON which is also 

expanding THE OMEGA BARRENS; a dislocated portion of THE GREATER ORBIT where reality breaks down and 

life is unsustainable.  As the VOORHERIUM closes in on Earth, FILO FARNSWORTH and his friends must discover 

the origin of THE COSMOCRON and travel to THE OMEGA BARRENS to confront its master, THE UNMIND and 

save all life and reality itself! 


